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Past president Sal Galletta, PE and I visited City College of NY
( C.C.N.Y) on October 15, 2015 and spoke to fifty engineering
students in Steinman Hall about the importance of being a
professional engineer, ethics, and leadership. The students asked a
lot of questions and were motivated by our presentation and
discussion. Twenty-four students joined NSPE. I also want to
thank an anonymous PE from the Bronx who donated $500 to pay
for lunch.
NSPE representatives of the Bronx, Manhattan, Staten Island and I
met in early October and began discussing ideas on how to improve
the NYC Dept. of Buildings. Within the next several months we will
present to the NYC DOB our ideas in improving the NYCDOB and
the interaction between engineers and the NYC DOB. If you have
any ideas on how to improve the DOB please fill out the forms at
the end of the newsletter and return them to me by November 5,
2015.
A $100 million dollar gift from Chandrika and Ranjan Tandon
was bequeathed to the engineering school at NYU. The school will
be re-named the NYU Tandon School of Engineering in recognition
of the Tandons’ generosity and their belief in the school’s mission
and promise. The University has agreed to a challenge from the
donors to raise an additional, separate $50 million, which will be
principally focused on scholarship aid.
According to NYU, the gift — which will principally support faculty
hiring and academic programs — is intended to build on the
engineering school’s existing practice of cross-disciplinary
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innovation and entrepreneurship and achieve new levels of
academic excellence in engineering. Ranjan Tandon, is an engineer
by training and a graduate of the Harvard Business School. He is
founder and chair of Libra Advisors, a hedge fund he founded in
1990 that is now a family office.

Next General Membership Meeting
The next general membership meeting will be held on Thursday
October 29, 2015 at 6:15pm. at 422 Weaver Ave in Ft. Totten, NY
The admission fee is $20 for members and $30 for non members.
6:15-7:00pm

Buffet Dinner

7:00-7:30pm

General Membership Meeting

7:30-8:30pm

Presentation – John Bachenski of the International
Masonry Institute will make a presentation on "Air
Barriers".
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Please check the Chapter website at http://www.nyspequeens.org/ for
information about this Thursday's seminar.

NYC Rules Update

Proposed Rules Governing the City of New York can be
viewed at:
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Amendments to OER Program Rule and Brownfield Incentive Grant Rule



Amendment of Buildings Penalty Schedule Reflecting Recent Construction Code
Amendments






Rules Relating to Cranes and Derricks

Repeal of Rules and Reference Standards Now Incorporated in Building Code and
Electrical Code

National Fire Protection Association Referenced Standards
Amendment of Inspection Requirement for High Pressure Boilers
Mass Transit Benefits Rules

Please email me your comments regarding any of the rules.
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Educating the Future Engineer
By Salvatore Galletta, P.E.
NSPE Queens Chapter, Past President
917-575-8060

nspe@aol.com

The standing and reputation of a Profession is a reflection of the standing and reputation of
the individual members of that Profession. If society does not give a Profession the respect
and recognition that the Profession deserves, it is the fault of the members of that
Profession for not living up to the high standards that professionals are held up to by
Society. Let us get down to specifics. The Engineering Profession suffers from a lack of
recognition and standing. Who do we blame for this sad state of affairs, certainly not
Society. The blame lies squarely on us. It is up to each one of us to adhere to the high
standards that define a Profession.
Unfortunately, the educational process that molds the future Engineering Professional has
not been up to the task. Most, if not all the woes that afflict the Engineering Profession in
this country can be traced to the inadequate education that future Engineers receive in this
country's Engineering schools. The narrow focus of the Engineering curriculum on the
technical aspects of Engineering, produces Engineers that, while technically competent, are
not prepared to deal with the many non-technical challenges that Engineers face in today's
Society. That in brief, is the crux of the problem that faces our Engineering Profession.
If we want to improve the status of the Engineering Profession and elevate it to its rightful
place among the learned Professions, we must address the education of the Engineer. The
present four year curriculum needs to be revamped. We have to restructure the present
curriculum to include all those non-technical courses that prepare the future Engineers to
deal with the many challenges that they will face during their career.
These non-technical courses should cover at a minimum (1) ethics, (2) licensure (3)
leadership, (4) communication skills, (5) business/finance concepts. There are
undoubtedly, other social or non-technical skills that could be included in the Engineering
Curriculum, but the five enumerated will adequately complement the technical component
of an Engineer's education.
The ideal curriculum should strive to impart not only the knowledge and skills that will
allow Engineering students to deal effectively with both technical and non-technical
challenges, but also instill in them a sense of what it means to be a Professional. In
essence, the challenge is to imbue in the young Engineer the ethos of the Profession. This
means that the Engineering schools have to understand their critical role in molding the
future Engineering Professionals.
The Engineering schools are the wellspring of the Profession; that is to say, their role is to
produce Engineering Professionals who have a clear sense of who they are as Professionals
and who know their responsibility to the Profession. In short, Engineering schools have to
teach professionalism as part of a well-rounded curriculum. If we can accomplish this
through a well-structured curriculum our Engineering students will enter the Profession
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fully prepared to handle the many challenges that face the Engineering Profession.
It is crucial that Engineering schools understand and embrace their fundamental role in
educating the future Engineering Professionals. Until they do, Engineering will never be
considered a true Profession. Given the critical importance of the Engineering education to
the well being of the Profession, it is imperative that the Engineering Community become
engaged in the education of its future Engineers. How can we best accomplish the reform
of the Engineering curriculum? The most expeditious and efficient way is through ABET
(Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology). ABET has the necessary clout to
influence the composition of the Engineering curriculum. If an Engineering school wants its
curriculum to be ABET accredited it must adhere to ABET’s requirements. But who dictates
these requirements? It is us, the practicing Engineers who, through their respective
Engineering Societies, i.e. (NSPE, ASCE, ASME, IEEE, etc.), determine what the
educational requirements of the Engineering education should be. If we can get the
Engineering societies that are members of ABET to agree on an Engineering curriculum
that addresses the needs of the Profession, as outlined above, then we can be assured that
in due time the Engineering Profession will gain the respect and recognition that a true
Profession deserves, Only then can we hold our heads high as members of a noble
Profession with equal standing among the other learned Professions.
My advice to my colleagues is to advocate for reform of the Engineering curriculum
through your respective Engineering Society. In addition, become involved with your local
Engineering schools. Share your knowledge, experience and wisdom with the students.
If we, in the Engineering Community, become more actively involved in the education of
our future Engineers, then we can look forward to a bright future for the Engineering
Profession and by extension, Society, the beneficiary of our services.

Past President Salvatore Galleta, P.E. addressing students at the City College of
New York Grove School of Engineering
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Links of the Month
http://nypost.com/2015/10/20/the-next-generation-of-gothams-grooviest-skyscrapers/
http://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/07/nyregion/astoria-residents-cheer-plans-for-a-dogrun-but-frown-at-the-estimated-cost-1-million.html?_r=0
https://www.thenation.com/article/3-years-after-hurricane-sandy-is-new-york-preparedfor-the-next-great-storm/
http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/queens/raymond-lester-reveals-model-world-fair1963-article-1.2391303
http://www.ohny.org/about/mission
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MCPC Subcommittee on the NYCDOB
Prepared by:
Idea No. ______
1.An idea, change, etc that will benefit Engineers in dealing with the NYC DOB?

2.How does it benefit the DOB and the public?

3.What is the negative/adverse, hardship/financial impact/ if any on Engineers, the DOB,
and the public by implementing these changes?

4. How can the idea, change be implemented?

Professional Services Directory
The Queens Chapter of the NYSSPE recommends the advertisers listed below for their
respective products or services. However,the Queens Chapter does not take responsibility for
these advertisers products or services.

Miles Fisher, P.E.
Fire and Building Code Services, Inc.
10 East Merrick Road, Suite 308
Valley Stream, New York 11580
Tel: 516-256-7780, Ext. 201
Fax: 516-256-7783
Cell: 516-779-7295
E-mail: miles@firecodeservices.com
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